I. Introduction
Along with the advancing development of mobile CE devices equipped with short-range wireless communication technologies such as IEEE801.11, new services among nearby passing people are growing rapidly. Time-offset communication capability will engender a new service paradigm and promote new service emergence. We earlier proposed a new distributed mobile cache system to cache data temporarily in a designated local area [1] . This paper reports a prototype system of this mobile cache system and its application.
II. Distributed Mobile Storage
The area-based mobile cache system, comprising distributed multiple terminals, is maintained by sharing and relaying cache data among these terminals that pass in and near the local area. Pre-placed storage servers or static mobile terminals in the target cache area and an internet infrastructure are unnecessary. Such a caching capability can be provided anywhere if mobile terminals exist. Additionally, the cache data are not propagated over other areas borderlessly, which enables their application to leverage this cache system anywhere, such as crowded city areas or large exhibition centers. The central contribution of this paper is an explanation of new relay data algorithms that achieve lower overhead communication and more
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This work was supported in part by an angel. This work is supported in part by the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT), Japan. robust caching capability. Regarding management of a location or area in a real physical space, although GPS is applicable, we leverage WLAN communication technology itself. More specifically, detectable WLAN AP information is used to detect the area as a landmark. Figure 1 shows the concept. 
III. Middleware Deployment
We implemented a message-sharing application and middleware on an Android platform.
III.A. Middleware Layer Structure and Module Interconnection
The middleware has two layers: the Core Controller and the Communication Controller. The Core Controller module behaves as an Android Service, and a top application module behaves as Android Activity. The Communication Controller supports functionality to access a WLAN driver and to receive and transmit relay data. This functionality is implemented using the C-language native module.
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As their mutual interconnection, the middleware module connects the application module via an 
III.B. Application Programing Interface
The middleware has two application programming interfaces (APIs) to produce various third-party applications using this distributed mobile storage platform: the Application Data Setter and the Application Data Retriever. The data-setter is used simply for the application to store its data to the Application Database with the Application ID in the middleware, and returns a success or failure result. The application periodically calls the data retriever to check whether the relay data from the other terminals arrived or not. The retriever returns the relay data and its related data, such as a timestamp, if they exist, to the callee application.
IV. Message Sharing Application
The implemented application enables users to share messages within a designated public physical area. A user can post a message in a certain area. Others subsequently visiting this area can get it. This application looks like a local-area "Twitter" without a Cloud server, or a kind of digital signage in a public area with no large display. Figure 3 is a screen shot of the display mode of messages. Multiple sharing areas shown as sphere shapes are presented on the display if a terminal detects multiple WLAN APs. The messages on the overlap area between two spheres are those posted from the terminal that detects two APs at that time. Figure 4 shows a screen shot for message posting. A new message posted into the area flashes in yellow to be noticed on the display. This application can display various statistical data for the platform as depicted in Figure 4 . It includes the number of relayed data, transmitted data, discarded data, detected APs, detected terminals in the ad-hoc communication, and its possessed messages. 
V. Conclusion
This paper reported an implementation of middleware of the cache system. An implemented location-based message sharing application uses the middleware via application programming interfaces.
